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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ensuring that projects and programs are reviewed to prioritize resource allocation is a focus of
which of the following?
A. Project management
B. Program management
C. Relationship management
D. Portfolio management
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify two implementation considerations for document security, routing, and approval.
(Choose two.)
A. A position hierarchy can never be the same as the employee-supervisor hierarchy.
B. You must complete the relevant purchasing options before setting up the Position Hierarchy
for purchasing documents.
C. You must define one position hierarchy, including all positions that require access to the
document types you want to control, with a Security Level of 'Purchasing'.
D. You can define either the document total or an account range in an Approval Group.
E. All potential approvers must have a login username; if you forward a purchasing document
to an approver who does not have a login username, purchasing alerts you with a warning.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is one of the three core concepts of the MSP framework?
A. Risk management
B. Vision
C. Principles
D. Sponsoring Group
Answer: C
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